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The 11th International Conference on Open Source Systems (OSS 2015) will celebrate a decade of advances in the use
of free and open source software by emphasizing areas and topics that will drive future use over the next decade.
This will be achieved through a combination of high-quality research papers, tutorials, workshops, demonstrations,
and invited talks. OSS2015 will be co-located with the 2015 International Conference on Software Engineering as a
way to cross-fertilize ideas. The theme for the 2015 edition will be "Open frameworks: from service to cloud", putting
forward the idea on how open source framework can develop the transition from traditional IT services to cloud-based
architectures.

A central goal of OSS 2015 is to provide an international forum where a diverse community of professionals from academia, industry, the public sector, and diverse FOSS initiatives can come together to share research findings and
Org. Committee
practical experiences. The conference also aims to serve as a meeting place where people can identify new research
ideas and techniques for putting FOSS into widespread use. OSS 2015 will include research papers, industry papers,
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formal tool demonstrations, lightning talks, new ideas, experience reports, and posters. OSS 2015 also invites proErnesto Damiani
posals for tutorials and workshops, submissions to the doctoral symposium, and submissions of panel proposals. AcUniv. degli Studi di Milano, Italy
cepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings, which are published by Springer.
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We are seeking submissions across a broad range of topics, but are particularly interested in those areas most likely to
have an impact on computing over the next decade, including computing infrastructure, data management, and the
Internet of Things. For practical experiences, we are seeking submissions that describe FOSS applications in embedded systems (IoT), health care, transportation, communications, and energy management. Other topics of interest
include, but are not limited to, the following:
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FOSS in the cloud



FOSS for data management and
analysis





OSS metrics: measuring FOSS
performance, safety, and quality

Security of FOSS





FOSS performance

Interoperability, portability,
scalability of FOSS



Open standards, open data, open
cloud, open hardware and open
exhibits



FOSS in cloud-based applications

The venue of OSS2015 will be  Architecture and design of FOSS
the 19th century Villa Vittoria,
part of the Palazzo dei Congres- Mobile and Embedded FOSS
si boasts a prestigious auditorium which can host up to 1,000  Mobile Operating Systems
people, with 920 square metres
available for exhibitions, as well  Open Source apps for mobile
devices
as various halls with a capacity
from 50 to 200 seats, located on
the 4 floors of the villa. Sur-  Open Source app markets and
software delivery platforms
rounded by a centuries-old
park, Palazzo dei Congressi and
the Limonaia (Lemon House)  Software metrics for Open Source
mobile software
nearby are located in front of
Palazzo degli Affari.
 Energy efficiency in Mobile FOSS

Supported by

Detection of bad coding practices
and adoption of coding conventions
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Conference Venue



FOSS Quality



Static and Dynamic FOSS testing



Formal FOSS verification

FOSS Evaluation, adoption and use

Economic, organizational and social issues related to FOSS



Economic analysis of FOSS



Maturity models of FOSS



FOSS in public sector



FOSS intellectual property, copyrights and licensing
Non-Governmental Organizations
and FOSS



Evaluation of FOSS software,
including comparisons with proprietary software, in industry and
government





Use and acceptance of FOSS;
organizational policies



Teaching FOSS to people of all
ages and backgrounds



The role of FOSS-oriented foundations



Use of FOSS in education



Dissemination, redistribution and
crowdsourcing of FOSS systems



Expanding scientific research and
technology development methods
through openness



Role of FOSS in ICT and sustainable development

FOSS practices and methods



New experiences with FOSS development tools and practices



Knowledge and documentation
management in FOSS

FOSS and education

FOSS platforms and toolkits



FOSS Data processing and storage
platforms



FOSS environments for cloud
computing



FOSS business intelligence toolkits



FOSS business packages (CRM,
ERP, HRM)



FOSS collaboration and communication environments

